
Y11 Global Values RE: Is life sacred? 
 

 

Basic 10:  
 

     

Key terms:  
Heaven     Being with God after death 

Hell     Being without God/ with the devil   

Purgatory     Place in between to get spiritually clean   

Reincarnation       Continuing Life in another form 

Rebirth    Being born again in another form 

Abortion   The deliberate termination of a pregnancy, mostly performed by 

removing the embryo or foetus from the womb within the first 28 weeks of the 

pregnancy 

Euthanasia  The legal ending of someone’s life, usually to end their suffering 

Sanctity of Life   The idea that life is sacred (very special) because it is God-given 

Quality of life   A measurement of how good a quality your life is 

Morality   Our personal ideas about what is right or wrong, often influenced by our religious beliefs 

Genetic engineering   The deliberate modification of the characteristics of an organism by 

manipulating its genetic material 

Gene therapy   The introduction of normal genes into cells in place of missing or defective ones in 

order to correct genetic disorders 

1. Explain your views on creation and the 

origins of life? 

2. Explain at least one other view on 

creation that is different to your own 

3. What is the law in the UK on abortion? 

4. Explain your own view and at least one 

different view on what happens when 

we die. 

5. Why are some people opposed to 

abortion on the grounds of religion? 

6. What is the law in the UK on 

euthanasia? 

7. Why are many non-religious people 

opposed to changing the law on 

euthanasia? 

8. What is the law on genetic 

engineering and gene therapy in the 

UK? 

9. ‘Genetic engineering is playing God 

and changing God’s creation’ – 

discuss whether you agree or disagree 

giving reasons 

10. From all that you have studied ‘Is life 

sacred?’. Discuss using a range of 

topics, responses and examples 

 

For further information 

Religion and Life general -  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zgbw8mn 
 Pro-life v Pro-choice (lots of other good debates)  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yRA0KMCEP2o&li
st=PLBVNJo7nhINSjBZdNezW15PzOTCc-
10m9&index=38&t=0s 
Terry Pratchett: Choosing to Die documentary 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LviHXDp8SHk 
Genetic engineering and ‘designer babies’ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k1a2larfMIA 

What you should be able to do by the 

end of this unit: 

 Produce your own answers to the 

Basic10 questions above 

 

 

Some of the information in this topic is quite hard hitting and may cause some distress. Please ensure you have 

checked what you are going to be studying over the next few weeks and speak to your teacher if you have any 

concerns. You can speak to a trusted adult or a member of the pastoral team at any time if you feel distressed. 
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